Separating the etiologies of an acute vestibular syndrome (AVS) of central origin is a clinical challenge; the common causes include (1) stroke of the brainstem/cerebellum and (2) demyelinating disorders such as multiple sclerosis (MS) and neuromyelitis optica spectrum disorder (NMOSD). Overshadowed by the vascular etiologies, the literature describing AVS due to demyelinating disorders has been growing through the last decade. The discovery of IgG-NMO, a specific pathogenic antibody directed against the astrocytic water channel aquaporin-4 (AQP4), has improved the differential diagnoses between MS and NMOSD. AQP4 is particularly expressed in ependymal/subependymal astrocytes and glia limitans astrocyte processes, including around the fourth ventricle. Adding a clinical biomarker to distinguish MS and NMOSD in AVS patients, as reported in this issue, will be of great clinical value.
Sudden damage to the peripheral balancing apparatus or the vestibular nerve conducting the sensory information from the vestibular labyrinth to the brainstem results in a sudden onset of continuous vertigo, intolerance to head movements, along with intractable nausea and vomiting. About two decades ago, Hotson and Baloh coined the term acute vestibular syndrome (AVS) describing this well-known phenomenon [1] . Commonly caused by the damage to the vestibular nerve due to the unknown source of inflammation, called vestibular neuritis, the estimated incidence of the AVS is 3.5 per 100,000 people. One out of five of dizzy patients visiting the emergency department has an AVS [2] . The cerebellar or brainstem ischemia causes this phenomenon in about 5-10% of patients [3] . Frequently overshadowed by neuritis or stroke, the AVS can be caused by multiple sclerosis (MS), a common immune condition. Approximately 4% of the AVS patients were thought to have a demyelinating disease affecting the cerebellum or the brainstem; the incidence is not much lower compared to that presented with stroke [4] .
About 45 years ago, the first ever published description of the AVS in demyelinating disorder appeared in the German literature [5] . Subsequently, a handful of case reports supported the idea that the new lesions in MS or exacerbation of previously existing plaques in areas of brainstem or cerebellum can present with intractable vertigo, nausea, and vomiting [6] [7] [8] . Within the last decade, there was a rapid growth in the literature reporting demyelinating disorders as a cause of AVS. In one study, out of 1153 patients who had MS and vertigo, 25 were evaluated during the acute spell. One-third of these patients were identified to have the demyelinating disorder as a cause of acute vestibular presentation [9] . A subsequent study examining the epidemiology in 187 patients who presented with acute onset of vertigo [10] had a rather low incidence of MS (~0.5%). Such disparity in the frequency could be because the latter study was performed in Shanghai (China) where there is up to 30× lower prevalence of MS (1-2 per 100,000) compared to its global prevalence (33 per 100,000) [11, 12] . The subsequent literature from the Americas presented a prospective observational study over 12 years; studying 170 patients with AVS. About 4% of these patients had demyelinating disease; all had central ocular motor signs with two had normal head impulse test (HIT, a widely used clinical assessment technique involving the assessment of horizontal semicircular canal and superior vestibular nerve function in response to small amplitude~10°and high acceleration 3000-4000°/s 2 rotational head impulses measuring the angular vestibulo-ocular reflex). All had intractable vertigo with nystagmus, nausea, vomiting, intolerance to head movement, and unsteadiness [4] .
The subsequent study reported that approximately 16% of patients who visited the emergency room for Bimbalance^and 10% of patients who came to the emergency room for Bdouble vision and vertigo^were diagnosed with MS. The reported literature emphasized neuroimaging with some focus on clinical signs such as the presence of nystagmus, abnormal HIT, skew deviation, and cerebellar motor deficits, i.e., gait dysfunction and dysarthria. It is well-known that demyelinating disorders present in various flavors. Optimal therapeutic response is often dictated by the underlying subtype of the demyelinating disease. Finally, demyelinating disorders are also segregated by the underlying pathophysiology. It is, however, unclear whether the specific subtype of the posterior fossa demyelinating disorders, such as neuromyelitis optica spectrum disorder (NMOSD) versus MS causing an AVS, favors peculiar ocular motor phenomenology. Such phenotypic classification improving the clinical diagnostic accuracy is challenging as it requires objective assessments in a large number of patients; heavily powered investigations are uncommon in ocular motor field due to relatively rare incidence of eye movement disorders.
In an elegant, extensive, and rigorously performed study, Lee and colleagues [13] dissected the vestibular and ocular motor presentation of the demyelinating disorder asking a question whether this constellation of findings allow an opportunity to classify them among different subtypes. The authors studied 68 patients with demyelinating disorders presenting with vertigo, 42 had the diagnosis of MS involving the cerebellum, and 26 patients had NMOSD, of all 41 patients presented with the AVS. There was a unique pattern of ocular motor deficits-those with NMOSD invariably had horizontal gaze-evoked nystagmus; not consistently seen in those with cerebellar MS. Abnormal HIT was also common in those with NMOSD; the key distinguishing feature was that abnormal horizontal HIT was either bilateral or if unilateral it was not specific to the ipsilateral or contralateral lesion. This contrasted with abnormal HIT in cerebellar MS-inconsistent and when present was always abnormal ipsilateral to the side of the lesion. Nausea and vomiting were frequent in NMOSD. Translating these findings to clinical diagnostic specificity-a combination of horizontal gaze-evoked nystagmus and bilaterally abnormal HIT, when presents with AVS, likely suggests a possibility of NMOSD. The knowledge of such ocular motor presentation profile may not necessarily offer a stand-alone diagnostic marker all the times. Nevertheless, peculiar eye movement deficits present in combination with other neurological deficits can improve the diagnostic accuracy. Laboratory tests measuring the levels of aquaporin antibodies (anti-AQP4) takes several days to weeks; MRI can be effective, but small lesions in posterior fossa are often not visible in MRI. Most importantly, conjunction of MRI with clinical discrimination ability tremendously improves our diagnostic accuracy.
Distinguished ocular motor features that specifically characterize NMOSD also explain their mechanistic underpinnings. The anti-AQP4 antibodies are frequently present in the region of the third and fourth ventricles-the area where there are abundant vestibular and eye movement sensitive neurons clustered in the vestibular nucleus and prepositus hypoglossi. Autoimmune attack on these neurons physiologically explains the consistent occurrence of gaze-evoked nystagmus, a characteristic feature of horizontal ocular motor neural integrator dysfunction. Area postrema, an emesis center, is also in the vicinity of the third and fourth ventricle explaining frequent nausea. When an immune attack involves the vestibular nerve fibers or the direct pathway for the vestibular ocular reflex-the three neuron arc comprised of vestibular afferents, connection of vestibular nuclei to the ocular motor nuclei, and ocular motoneuron, again in the area of the third and fourth ventricles; the abnormal HIT is seen. Damage to the midline internuclear fibers would lead to bilateral dysfunction, damage to vestibular nerve fascicle (first-order neuron of the three neuron arc) leads to unilateral dysfunction, while impairment in the ocular motor fascicle (third-order neuron of the three neuron arc) leads to contralateral vestibular ocular reflex dysfunction.
In summary, we have now strong evidence that eye movements often succeed as the reliable markers distinguishing acute neurological disorders, frequently needing prompt therapeutic interventions. The examination of eye movements is straightforward, not requiring any technical infrastructure, and their constellations frequently link with specific disease localization. In conjunction with other modalities, such as imaging or laboratory investigations, the eye movement examination makes the diagnostic accuracy only better.
